
A Zero Interest Rate Policy (ZIRP)
Remedy to Global Imbalances

Abstract
The pro-Keynesian mix of US monetary and fiscal policies established following the defeat of George H. Bush in 
1992, and super-charged after the internet-investment bust of 2000 seeded the current US twin deficits on trade and 
fiscal balance. In particular, the large foreign debt accumulation in the US, resulting from continued trade deficits, is 
creating a dangerous debt dynamic exacerbated by a restrictive monetary policy in conjunction with an expansionary 
fiscal policy and asset-inflating tax policy. The paper considers the current mix of policy as a misguided attempt to 
bluntly address the problem, which in reality is leading to a deterioration in the US twin deficits via higher interest 
expenses, increased national defense costs, and asset-inflation induced dis-saving, and puts the US twin deficits 
in their appropriate historical context in terms of vulnerability and structural intractability. The paper proposes a 
Japan-style zero interest rate policy (ZIRP) in combination with strategic and iterative fiscal tightening as a targeted 
response to global imbalances, creating a “synthetic” trade tariff for foreign exporters of capital, and effecting a re-
distribution of wealth from asset-rich savers to debt-laden consumers in the US. The desired policy objective is to 
eliminate the US twin deficits and reduce US debt levels without either inducing an asset-deflation driven economic 
recession or explicitly legislating protectionism to reverse the progress of globalization.

Introduction
On March 9, 2006, the Bank of Japan (BoJ) publicly declared to global financial markets its desire to 
end quantitative easing, thereby taking a bold step towards the eventual end of zero interest rate 
policy (ZIRP) in Japan. ZIRP, in combination with quantitative easing, was an unconventional and 
novel monetary policy tool initiated by the BoJ in March of 2001. During its five-year history, ZIRP 
has proved instrumental in steering Japan out of a decade long period of deflation2. ZIRP provided 
a virtually interest-free source of financing to the Japanese government, which helped contain what 
would have otherwise been a compounding fiscal deficit driven by mounting social welfare payments 
to an ageing population during a period of general economic deflation and unbearably high real 
interest rates3. In other words, the cyclical financing of an aging Japanese population was exported 
to the US. ZIRP also provided similar low-cost financing to Japanese corporations, which were 
struggling to shed balance sheet excesses incurred during the boom years of the 1980s. And further, 
Japanese exporters benefited massively from ZIRP, as the relative unattractiveness of the Japanese 
yen as a global “carry” currency combined with the BoJ’s accommodation of Japanese government 
interventions in foreign exchange markets to weaken the yen facilitated the prolonged undervaluation 
of the yen relative to other globally traded currencies. Japan, as a result, is today at the point of 
emerging from a decade long deflation, aided by policy coordination between monetary and fiscal 
authorities in combination with a mercantilist trade surplus.

Like Japan, the United States needs to look beyond conventional macroeconomic policy tools to 
address growing imbalances on both its internal and external balance sheets ahead of the oncoming 
demographic tipping point of baby boomer retirement and social security reform. The US imbalances, 
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chiefly fiscal and trade-related, have been fueled by an over-stimulative combination of cyclical 
monetary and fiscal policies that were put in place by policymakers who, we believe, were guided by 
a misinterpretation of the Great Depression following the dot-com investment bust of 2000. This paper 
will argue that a US ZIRP, in combination with strategically contractionary fiscal policy, can create a 
“synthetic” trade barrier around the US economy serving to “crowd-out” domestic consumption and 
foreign savings flows in favor of much-needed domestic investment and domestic savings. The desired 
policy objective is to reduce the US fiscal and current account deficits without either inducing a US 
recession or explicitly erecting trade barriers and reversing the current progress of globalization.

The time to throw out conventional macroeconomic policy is long past. In football parlance, a 
well coordinated and executed running game (fiscal policy) and passing game (monetary policy) 
represents the most potent recipe for a winning outcome. A proper assessment of the circumstances 
of each game and every play as it unfolds leads to the proper distribution and coordination of the 
run/pass decision. A run/pass calculus independent of game conditions is perhaps only as good as 
a coin-flip, if not worse. Similar analogies exist in the military arena, and must also be applied to 
the political economy. The optimal implementation of fiscal and monetary policies is dependent on 
coordination between the policymakers, and the particular “game conditions” they find themselves 
in. Unfortunately, this is not how US fiscal and monetary policymakers behave today. A taxation-
based contractionary fiscal policy “play” has been absent from the US playbook ever since President 
George H. Bush raised taxes and lost the 1992 election to “it’s the economy, stupid!” The false legacy 
of George H. Bush’s political defeat has harmed the US, and significantly contributed to the present 
adverse fiscal and current account deficit positions.

Relying on blunt monetary policy tightening as the sole counter-balancing tool to a profligate federal 
government is akin to an offensive coordinator forgetting about his running back. The proposal 
outlined in this paper is designed to restore more balance to the US offense and increase the overall 
likelihood of preventing a depression down the road. The historical context and analysis of this 
proposed policy-mix is complex, so the paper will elaborate in great detail.

Conventional Wisdom and the Great Depression
Major geopolitical events often make local, conventional macroeconomic policy and analysis seem trivial. 
Further, such events may cause the outcomes of a particular set of policies to be considerably different 
from what was intended. The period encompassing the first four decades of the last century offers many 
examples to this effect. The period between 1900 and 1930 witnessed, most importantly, a shift in global 
economic and political power from Great Britain to the United States. The US dollar unambiguously 
assumed the role of “global reserve currency” during this period. But moreover, the period also 
witnessed the Russian and Chinese revolutions, World War I, the creation of an Irish free-state, German 
hyperinflation and the eventual rise of Hitler. 

During the 1920s, Great Britain suffered a decade of deflation and capital shortage thanks in no small 
part to World War I4. Estimates suggest that Great Britain paid a quarter of its wealth to the United 
States during World War I, and the ensuing decade produced listless growth as a result of economic 
and currency policies that were misdirected at the real problems facing the British economy. Germany 
suffered even worse5. The 1919 Treaty of Versailles, dubbed by an already prominent British economist 
by the name of John Maynard Keynes as ruinous to German and global prosperity, eventually resulted 
in the German hyperinflation of 1922-23, and economic decimation of a rising German middle class in 
the decade that followed. Germany, which had already borrowed significantly to finance its operations 
in World War I, had abandoned the gold standard for its currency in 1914. By 1919, with the war having 
prolonged for longer than German expectations, and costs out of control, price levels in Germany had 
already doubled from 1914. A fragile Weimer Republic was faced with external and internal turmoil 
thereafter. Primarily as a means of calming social dissonance within Germany, the Weimar government 
ramped up social transfer payments, which combined with a failed tax hike in 1920 caused the fiscal 
deficit as a percent of GNP to reach 99% in 1923. At the same time, Germany was running a current 
account deficit to the tune of 7% of GNP, financed primarily in German marks by capital inflows from 

4 Bond, 2005
5 Schuker, 1988
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bank accounts in the United States and a weakening exchange rate. In 1923, Germany defaulted on 
war reparations to the League of Nations, which eventually led France to occupy the most productive 
industrial region of Ruhr in Germany and a concurrent final depreciation of the German mark due to 
current account imbalances. Passive resistance in the Ruhr and general strikes by miners and industrial 
workers meant further economic stagnation for Germany. Significant shifts in global trade dynamics 
dominated this period as Russia and China were effectively closed to the West, and Great Britain and 
Germany suffered in their post-World War I hangover. The US export machine was becoming dominant 
and the US trade surplus in 1920 exceeded 9% of GNP. Japan also achieved a global net creditor status 
during this decade, thanks mostly due to the consumption demand from Europe during World War 
I, and also due to the descent of Great Britain and Germany, two of its largest competitors in global 
markets, a decade later. It was a world of global imbalances that eventually proved very vulnerable to the 
protectionism and economic barriers undertaken in Europe, Great Britain and the US by the early 1930s.

The summer of 1932 marked the trough for US economic growth, which was well in the midst of the 
Great Depression starting in 1929. Global sovereign defaults were well underway by 19316. Turkey, China, 
Bolivia, Peru, Cuba, Brazil and Colombia all defaulted on their debts in 1931. Hungary, Yugoslavia, and 
regrettably Greece defaulted in 1932. In 1993, Austria and Germany joined the club. And, by 1934, all 
debtor countries except Argentina, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic had suspended debt service. Are 
we to accept the conventional wisdom that a mistaken, overly restrictive monetary and fiscal policy 
in the US created the Great Depression and led to these global sovereign defaults? It seems equally, if 
not more likely, that an imbalanced global trade system jarred by restructuring in Germany and Great 
Britain, and by prior revolutions against free markets in Russia and China may have been the initial and 
crucial culprit. The global constriction of trade was the result of several dependent and independent 
political and economic upheavals during the decade following World War I. It is a massive presumption 
to state that a more stimulative Federal Reserve (a la 2001-2002) could have prevented the course of events 
in the early 1930s. 

The lessons for present-day policymakers are stark. Recent anti-deflationary policy in Japan, the US, 
and Europe are all predicated upon the conventional analysis emanating from the Great Depression. We 
feel these are mistaken and misguided. The ongoing imbalances in global trade and financial flows are 
the direct externality of these misguided policies, and will ultimately lead to extreme global economic 
hardship over the next two decades. History suggests that this hardship will be concentrated in debtor 
nations, however creditor nations dependent on debtor-nation aggregate demand will suffer just the 
same. The US is the world’s largest debtor nation today, with China the world’s largest creditor. 

The last twenty years of the twentieth century witnessed a great global transformation not unlike the 
one witnessed during the first thirty years. A key aspect of today’s transformation is the integration of 
previously closed and previously controlled economies into the global trade and financial system. The 
fall of the Berlin Wall in December 1989 opened several Eastern European economies to the West, and laid 
the foundation of what will eventually become a vastly expanded European Union. The restructuring of 
the Soviet Union in August 1991 not only produced a significant global economic “peace dividend”, but 
opened the path to bringing Russian and other former Soviet state resources and markets to the world 
stage. All this while, the central planners in China were deeply engrossed in reforming the rigid Chinese 
economy, and readying it for participation in world trade. Before 1978, China’s combined value of imports 
and exports rarely registered in excess of 10% of its GNP. By 1986, this figure had reached 35%. Unlike 
prior periods of economic planning in China, when self-sufficiency was the highest goal, Deng Xiao 
Peng’s reforms regarded foreign trade as the most important source of capital inflows and technology 
transfer for a modern China. The rise of India and Brazil as economic powers on the global trade circuit 
added more force to this trend. 

Each of these new economic powers possesses a unique set of resources, or inventories, which is critical 
to the current progress of the world economy. China, India and Eastern Europe are rich in low-cost 
human resources. Russia and the Middle East supply energy via oil, and Brazil along with other Latin 
American countries provides grains, minerals, and other commodities. Reflationary monetary and fiscal 
policies in Japan, the US and Europe, combined with essentially fixed-exchange rates in China and the 
rest of Asia have resulted in the inflated value of these various resources, and are fueling a significant 
wealth transfer from importers to exporters. The widening imbalance we witness in global trade, savings 
and investment flows are the direct result of these policies. 
6 Ferguson, 2001
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The US Debt Trap
In the early part of the twenty-first century, US policymakers grew comfortable with the peace dividend 
resulting from the Soviet Union’s transformation and the widespread adoption of command-based 
capitalism on the part of Eastern Europe, Emerging Asia and Latin America. On September 11, 2001, 
history returned with a vengeance to plunge the US into “wars” in Afghanistan and Iraq. International 
terrorism emerged as the “risk” that financial markets, global trade, and policymakers would all have to 
face to prevent a destabilizing repeat of events similar to the 1930s. 

The shock to US consumer confidence following September 11, 2001 combined with an already depressed 
US corporate sector following the dot-com bust of 2000 led US policymakers to pursue a conventional, 
Great Depression inspired response via monetary and fiscal policy. While the stimulative policies may 
have proved their worth in the short-term, they have also produced dangerous externalities that continue 
to threaten the stability of global economic architecture and “trust” in the global symbiotic relationships 
between “old” enemies. These policies are the genesis of a US debt trap, the dimensions of which is the 
subject to which we now turn.

Public and private non-financial debt in the US has grown at a 7.3% annualized pace since 1998, 
outpacing nominal GDP growth by 2.1 points per annum. The US federal deficit, as a share of GDP, has 
averaged 1.2% during this period, and the US trade deficit has averaged an even more alarming 4.3% of 
GDP over this time. The US current account balance, which combines the US trade balance with the net 
investment income flow of the US and net transfer payments of the US has averaged 4.5% of GDP since 
1998. In 2005, the federal deficit had increased to 2.4% of GDP and the current account deficit to 6.7% of 
GDP, with no end in sight. The current account deficit is the more critical deficit because it is an external 
deficit, and therefore, it represents an outflow of wealth from the US to the rest of the world. It is useless 
to opine on this imbalance without considering the variables that affect it. Most important, is the vast 
and rapidly increasing stock of US debt held by foreigners. Chart I illustrates the deterioration of the US 
current account deficit and the stock of US assets held by foreigners.

Why is the stock of US debt held by foreigner so important? In simple terms, it is the mechanism via 
which today’s misguided monetary and fiscal policy mix will destabilize the global economy. In 2003, US 
Treasury issues maturing within 12 months represented 35% of the outstanding US Treasury debt and 
yielded a grand sum of 1% per annum. Outstanding US government debt approximated $4.0 trillion, and 

Chart I
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the total interest expense incurred by the US government to service this debt consumed $215 billion of US 
government expenditures. In 2005, the same US Treasury issues (under 12 months maturity) yielded in 
the neighborhood of 4% per annum (a quadrupling of interest expense) and the stock of US government 
debt has expanded to $4.7 trillion. US government expenditures on interest expense alone were $270 
billion (a 26% increase) and the vast majority of these financial flows were paid to foreigners. If the US 
economy were closed, the change in domestic interest rates would merely represent a redistribution of 
income between domestic lenders and borrowers. However, this is certainly not the case. The increasing 
amounts of interest paid to service the growing stock of US debt is crucial, especially when the majority 
of this stock of debt is held by foreigners. 

In 2006, a conservative estimate suggests that the interest expense on the existing stock of US debt will 
increase by $100 billion7, or 0.7% of GDP. This effect will compound as interest rates increase further and as 
the stock of US debt held by foreigners increases, flowing directly into the US current account deficit and 
the draining of US wealth. Because this is purely a financing issue, the expansion of the current account 
deficit via this mechanism results in the unit cash-flow cost of imports to rise exponentially with time. 
US citizens must import approximately $3 billion in foreign capital every day to keep the value of the US 
dollar stable at current interest rates. This financing need will only increase if current policies are retained. 

As the current account deficit expands, the financing demand of US GDP growth expands, thereby 
placing greater and greater pressure on the US dollar and US interest rates to attract this capital. A lower 
US dollar or higher US interest rates will eventually be needed to compete for a limited global pool of 
capital. As you can imagine, we are on the verge of a potentially disastrous compounding effect on the 
current account deficit as higher interest rates serve only to expand the current account deficit without 
the benefits of higher domestic consumption. A simple simulation would show that interest expense 
component of the current account deficit would double in five years if interest costs increased from 
today’s 4.5% to a hypothetical 7%, with no change in the actual trade balance. The interest rate effect 
alone would expand today’s current account deficit by 30% over the next five years under this scenario. 
Exhibit I illustrates the negative dynamics of the current mix of fiscal and monetary policy that US ZIRP 
is designed to reverse.
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Optimists argue that the US current account deficit is not a problem, because it will begin to decelerate 
soon as US economic growth slows relative to the rest of the world, and as high-saver nations turn to 
domestic consumption. There is no credible reason to believe this is going to materialize. In fact, we 
expect that the current account deficit will continue to grow at a high rate, eventually leading to either 
significantly higher US interest rates or a significantly weaker US dollar or both. The problem with the 
optimist logic is obvious. If US consumers, among the wealthiest in the world, are unwilling to pay 
more for domestically produced goods in favor of cheaper Asian imports, then why should one assume 
that Asian consumers would pay more for US goods when they turn from savers to consumers in 
favor of cheaper goods that their domestic economy already produces? Moreover, if indeed, the Asian 
economies are in the midst of a monumental political and economic transformation wherein the pricing 
of their goods and the profit motive of their institutions is irrelevant, then are Asian goods not inferior 
Giffen goods? That is, if US incomes fell, US consumers would actually consume relatively more Asian 
goods than before. Once again, we call conventional economic policies into question and conclude that, 
combined with the increase in the interest expense portion of the current account deficit, the trade 
balance portion of the deficit is also unlikely to improve with a slowdown in US economic growth (read 
income) rates.

To understand just how intractable the US current account deficit is likely to prove, we turn once more 
to a historical comparison8. The Qing dynasty of China, confronted by aggressive foreign powers that 
demanded access to two-way trade with China, began a long decline in the late nineteenth century. 
China, at the time, was a leading creditor nation and exporter of silk, porcelain, spices and tea to Europe 
and the West. However, China demanded silver as a means of payment, and refused to accept European 
goods in exchange. This “unfair” demand, strained European finances tremendously as they were 
already stretched by a series of European wars at the time. In 1729, the Chinese imperial government 
banned the smoking of opium in China due to growing health and social problems. Acknowledging 
the value of opium in China, Great Britain began manufacturing opium in India and entered the illicit 
trade of opium with southern China in exchange for silver by the mid-eighteenth century. With massive 
profit margins, the British East India Company’s “exports” to China grew sixty-fold from 1730 to 1820, 
as Chinese imperial efforts to stem the flow of opium into China proved fruitless and addiction grew 
among the masses. By 1820, the British East India Company was exporting 900 tons of opium to southern 
China every year. In 1838, China imposed a death penalty on opium trafficking and shortly thereafter, in 
a misguided attack, imposed a trade embargo on Britain and confiscated an entire year’s worth of opium 
exports from the port of Canton. The British responded by sending warships and a large army from 
British India, attacking coastal Chinese towns at will to reclaim its opium inventory and overwhelming 
the technologically inferior Qing army. This action marked the first Anglo-Chinese war. In 1842, China 
entered into the Treaty of Nanjing to end hostilities with the British, which was the first of a series of 
trade agreements with Western nations later known as the “unequal treaties”. British unhappiness with 
Chinese compliance of the 1942 treaty, combined with Chinese humiliation in regards to the free-trade 
of Chinese labor to America and the Caribbean led to another military confrontation in 1856. A second 
set of treaties was entered into in 1860 to end hostilities, which finally guaranteed the demise of China 
as a global trade super-power with the full legalization of opium. Chinese addiction to opium eventually 
decimated the future of its working class, and a once surplus generating economy succumbed to the 
weakness of its people.

To draw a parallel to the US today, cheap Asian (read Chinese) goods subsidize the addiction to current 
consumption of the lower and middle-class US consumer while simultaneously displacing their future 
livelihoods and eroding future consumption. US politicians, and US consumers alike, have found it 
difficult to reject this “subsidy” and remain addicted to this “trade”. Asian governments, meanwhile, 
are meticulously and deliberately circumventing global free trade requirements by keeping their capital 
accounts closed and maintaining a terms of trade that is unfair to competition. The coming political 
reaction will occur much too late to save US livelihoods and production. The satisfaction derived from 
current consumption and the current profit generated by importers is much too great for politicians to 
worry about, but beware when the tables turn.

Besides strengthening the US addiction to foreign goods, the ever-growing US current account deficit 
enhances the power of foreigners to influence US financial markets and asset prices. The current account 

8 Roberts, 1999
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deficit results in the direct accumulation of US dollar assets (reserves) by foreign governments. By 
choosing to keep these reserves in US dollars, foreign governments are directly affecting the valuation 
(and volatility) of US assets in a discretionary fashion. Foreign governments may, among many choices, 
decide to:

1. Consume US goods in exchange for their exports
2. Consume commodities and raw materials for internal infrastructure
3. Invest their reserves in productive US assets
4. Lend the reserves back to US borrowers, which include

• The US government
• US corporations
• US households, divided into

a. Homebuyers
b. Consumers

The portfolio preferences of foreign investors are dictated by motive. One might naturally assume profit-
maximizing behavior because that is what one is taught in modern economics. An ulterior motive may, 
however, be the rule rather than the exception. A non-profit maximizing motive violates the information 
content of asset prices, which can be dangerously misleading to profit-maximizing investors and 
policymakers alike. Positive feedback via this mechanism can lead to asset price inflation, even though 
global imbalances continue to deteriorate. Exhibit II illustrates how this misleading information is 
disseminated in capital markets:

For example, a foreign central bank may decide that there is a national strategic advantage in financing 
the operations of US corporations, at any price. When it does so, corporate bond credit spreads in the US 
become inefficiently depressed, expanding financial liquidity and spreading perceptions of receding 
bankruptcy risks9. Alternatively, the US mortgage market may be the asset class more favored by foreign 
governments. In this case, the foreign investors, by investing in an asset embedded with interest rate 
options, are depressing mortgage yield spreads as well as creating the perception of declining interest 
rate volatility in financial markets.
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The complete effect of US current account deficit recycling on the US bond market is difficult to dissect. 
Generally speaking, it drives risk premiums lower in the US, and creates perceptions of a stronger 
financial economy than might otherwise be the case. These influences are incredibly dangerous in 
that they call into question the inferences one might normally make from asset prices. For example, it 
is intuitively inconsistent for greater global trade and financial imbalances in savings and investment 
to result in a reduction in risk premiums within the debtor nation. Term interest rates themselves are 
essentially an option whose valuation is dependent upon economic stability.

Globalization allows for cross-border investment in plant and people. As Marx taught us, capital tends 
to flow towards low cost labor. The combination of very low cost labor in China and the strategic 
objective of job creation in China results in a world devoid of goods price inflation. This lack of 
inflation “rationalizes” low risk premiums in global bond markets as well as low term interest rates. 
The production of low inflation creates greater imbalances that promote more global instability and 
ultimately, undermine sovereign and individual rights and freedoms. The end game of this “virtuous” 
cycle is conflict and volatility!

Predicting the Unpredictable 
The present situation then is one in which the foregoing debt dynamics will continue to grow, given 
current monetary, fiscal and exchange rate policies. Moreover, it is unreasonable to assume that the 
US will “export” its way out of these imbalances; particularly because the bucket of US “exportables” 
shrinks as present policies persist, and the power to enforce US “law” on global trade diminish as US 
debt accumulates. However, it must be a national priority to substantially reduce both the fiscal and 
current account deficits without inducing a recession in the US. Failure to implement policies that 
alter the otherwise inevitable expansion of these deficits will result in a very bad outcome - one whose 
form is impossible to predict. For context of the unpredictable, it is useful to recall Princeton economist 
Frank D. Graham’s 1943 essay titled, “Fundamentals of International Monetary Policy10.” He states, “In 
international affairs we must therefore strive to reconcile the liberty of the individual, the sovereignty 
of states, and the welfare of the international community.” Graham wrote this essay amid the context 
of efforts by John Maynard Keynes of Great Britain and Harry Dexter White of the US to design a post-
World War II international monetary system. He understood that poorly crafted sets of economic policies 
and rules in a global economy would lead to great imbalances that threaten stability and freedom. His 
analysis and insights applied to the two world wars of the last century as well as to the Great Depression. 
They also apply to global circumstances today. More specifically, Graham argues that a poorly regulated 
fixed-exchange rate regime is inherently unstable. Countries will cheat by setting their currency at rates 
that promote national agendas, ignoring the instability imposed upon the global economy. In Professor 
Graham’s words:

The plain fact is that we cannot choose an exchange rate system in vacuao. If fixed exchange rates are an unalterable 
desideratum, we must endeavor to obtain, spontaneously, by agreement, or by force, the constancy in the relationship 
between national price levels without which fixed exchange rates are a dangerous anomaly. If, on the other hand, we 
do not desire, or cannot obtain, in all countries, such an identify of monetary policies as would lead to constancy in 
the relationship between national prices levels, then variable exchange rates are indispensable to freedom and stability.

Section VI of Professor Graham’s paper is titled, “Renegade Nations.” The opening paragraph defines
his subject:

Something should be said with respect to the action of any country which insists upon keeping the exchange rate of 
an inconvertible currency out of correspondence with its internal value (as measured in relative national price levels) 
and, in order to do so, is prepared to inject disorder into international transactions or to establish such rigid controls 
of foreign trade as will prevent the disequilibria in price levels from coming to expression in a lop-sided balance of 
payments (underline added).

Japan, the US, China, other Asian exporters, and Brazil may all be considered “renegade” nations. 
Japan, China, and Brazil maintain huge bilateral trade surpluses with the US, with exchange rates 
substantially undervalued and policies in place to sustain the undervaluation. Because China effectively 
fixes its exchange rate with the US, other Asian exporters are obliged to follow to maintain relative 

10 Graham, 1943
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competitiveness. They fix their currencies to the US dollar through direct or indirect intervention, 
thereby making their own considerable contribution to global imbalances. The US also deserves 
“renegade” status in that its fiscal deficit and private debt are in such disequilibria that its national 
savings rate is negative. The capital requirements of the US, in combination with its negative savings rate 
regime are such that current global trade imbalances are dictated by the US consumption. Graham would 
presumably argue that today’s imbalances infringe upon individual liberty and state sovereignty and 
threaten the welfare of the international community.

One way to discipline a “renegade” nation, especially one such as China with a high savings rate and 
undervalued currency, is by revaluing the currency. Undervalued currencies are expected to appreciate 
over time. Maximum value is achieved by hoarding a currency, which is expected to appreciate. Hoarding 
results in a high savings rate. The opposite also holds true. Typically, countries running bilateral trade 
surpluses can expect that their currency will appreciate relative to the host country and, similarly, 
currencies of countries with bilateral trade deficits can expect their currency to depreciate. It makes little 
sense to hold a currency that is likely to depreciate. No doubt, a logical explanation for the very high 
Chinese savings rate and the negative US savings rate. A significant revaluation of the Chinese currency 
relative to the US dollar should help restore balance by altering the goods exchange rate, as well as relative 
savings rates and, consequently, the flow of capital. A large revaluation would result in an expectation of 
dollar appreciation and, thus, a higher US savings rate. In China the large revaluation would result in a 
lower savings rate, based on the expectation that the Chinese yuan will decline thereafter.

In the absence of this sort of self-discipline among one renegade, others are sure to emerge, expanding 
global imbalances of saving, investment and consumption and making the problem even more difficult 
to solve eventually. As trade flows shift to other regions (such as, the Middle East oil producers, the 
Latin American soybean and copper producers, the Indian service providers), multiple participants with 
different utility functions and constantly shifting roles accumulate more US dollar reserves. These new 
“renegades”, like China today, are likely to operate with motives other than profit maximization, which 
compounds the potential for imbalances to deteriorate further. In the next section we explore more of the 
dynamics leading to this deterioration.

Adding to the Current Account Defi cit
Sole reliance on monetary policy in the US as the moderating economic force to fiscal profligacy and a 
negative savings rate has recently resulted in increasing short-term interest rates. Higher interest rates, 
combined with an absence of fiscal tightening and tax policies favoring financial assets and real estate, 
are “crowding in” global savings even further. Flows into financial assets and investments in real estate 
in lieu of productive assets have resulted in “bubble” type capitalized price to income valuations. High 
asset valuations cause the current account deficit to widen because domestic consumption is stimulated 
by the greater perceived net worth of the domestic asset holder.

In addition, the cost of homeland security increases as the current account deficit increases. Higher 
trade volumes require more incoming shipping vessels. The volume of surveillance must increase 
proportionately - raising the cost of security and increasing the US federal deficit. The transfer of wealth 
implied by the current account deficit, from the US to the rest of the world, indirectly finances foreign 
terrorist organizations and terror-sponsoring states on the margin, thereby strengthening them. Greater 
US federal spending on defense is subsequently required to offset the greater terrorist threats, thus 
increasing the fiscal deficit and the current account deficit with it.

Increased globalization exerts a political toll on debtor nations. By definition, countries that run trade 
deficits import more than they export. Importers rely on foreign production with foreign labor. Domestic 
labor is displaced by foreign labor in the first phase of the process. Wealthier segments of US society are 
enriched as capital inflows (read foreign savings inflows) cause prices of assets they hold to increase. 
Finally, US shareholders exploit very cheap labor abroad through outsourcing, to maximize short-term 
profits. The domestic rich get richer, while the domestic poor become poorer. The bond among economic 
classes in America gets stretched and domestic policy becomes more difficult. The US government must 
increase spending on the poor to avoid further hardship, and to appear populous, thereby exacerbating 
the federal deficit further.
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Bring On US ZIRP
A thoughtfully constructed, well-coordinated set of fiscal, monetary and trade policies is required to 
resolve the global imbalances whilst keeping global economic stability. The policies must increase the 
US savings rate, reduce the US federal deficit, reduce consumption’s share of GDP in the US, improve 
the flexibility of the foreign exchange markets, “tax” foreign producers, and maintain current levels 
of US employment. The US Federal Reserve should implement a zero interest rate policy (ZIRP) that 
would curtail growth in the fiscal and current account deficit by lowering the financing cost on the 
existing stock of debt. Implementation of the ZIRP would require the Federal Reserve to announce that 
the policy is in place until certain measurable improvements in the US savings rate, fiscal deficit and 
current account deficit are achieved. At the same time, strategically contractionary fiscal policies must be 
deployed to offset the monetary stimulation and the redistribution effects of ZIRP on US asset prices. In 
addition to cuts in government spending, tax increases on gains associated with financial assets and real 
estate will be required. Fiscal policy should be aimed at deterring investment in non-productive financial 
assets and increasing productive capital spending and domestic employment. We need more engineers 
and fewer real estate agents.

Domestic imbalances are expected to subside upon the implementation of the ZIRP and strategic 
contractionary fiscal policy enactment. The combination of very low interest rates and higher taxes on 
both asset sales and consumer leverage increases will negatively affect the domestic rich and help the 
debt-burdened poor. The coming hangover in the US housing market will also be cushioned. The ZIRP 
will relieve the inevitable adjustment upward of mortgage payments on the huge outstanding stock of 
adjustable mortgage debt. The fiscal package would include a tax on real estate that will prohibit a further 
escalation in prices and speculation normally associated with low interest rates. It will also include a 
tax to mitigate price gains in equities. As with the increased tax on equities, the real estate tax provides 
for a wealth transfer from those in society that are asset rich to the federal government. This one-time 
domestic tariff on accumulated asset appreciation is expected to accrue to the US government, thus 
allowing the government to capture the externalities associated with prior misguided policies.

It is important to note, however, that this proposed policy is not meant to finance an expansion of the 
government. Federal spending must be cut substantially and, at a minimum, match the wealth transfer 
to the government for the tax on assets. In fact, substantial debt reduction must occur to ensure an 
eventually successful exit from ZIRP. Because the asset taxes would be imposed upon sale, the wealth 
transfer would be gradual, so the spending cuts should also be gradual. In this way, the ZIRP and 
tight fiscal policy would avoid a recession brought on by the negative multiplier effects that normally 
accompany asset deflation in an over-leveraged economy.

This marrying of fiscal and monetary policies would necessarily require that the Fed suspend its 
independence. The sacrificing of independence is well justified given the present US protectionist 
sentiment. Current Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke argued in 2003 that the Bank of Japan should relinquish 
its independence to better enable the coordination of Japanese monetary and fiscal policies and avoid 
further deflation11. The ZIRP in Japan required that the Bank of Japan sacrifice its autonomy. The Bank of 
Japan, in announcing the end of ZIRP, is now retrieving its independence. In the same vein, the US Fed 
should welcome the chance to participate in a coordinated policy to restore international stability and 
avert direct tariffs.

The ZIRP would create a “synthetic” trade tariff to US importers, as the recycling of trade flows into US 
bonds would yield zero percent rather than five percent today. It would resemble the Rinban operation 
in Japan, whereby the Bank of Japan buys bonds, injecting liquidity into the market and controlling the 
shape of the Japanese yield curve. (Of course, the US Fed is fully capable of doing the same thing.) Thus, 
instead of the current situation, in which foreign savings are “crowded in” by relatively high and rising 
US interest rates, the ZIRP would “crowd out” these foreign capital flows, causing the US currency to 
decline. The decline in the US dollar would probably be gradual and would raise the cost of foreign 
goods and reduce U.S. consumption. As noted, the ZIRP will dramatically reduce the financing costs 
of the fiscal deficit, which would, in and of itself, reduce the fiscal deficit as the interest contribution 
of the deficit declines. The ZIRP in combination with appropriate fiscal policies should boost domestic 
investment in productive assets as producers maneuver to take of advantage of the policy shift from 
consumption/import to production/export.

11 Bernanke, 2003
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Exhibit III below depicts the positive dynamics that will flow from implementation of the ZIRP:

The US ZIRP/fiscal adjustment will require foreign participants to reassess market strategies and 
investment decisions. The decline in the value of the US dollar will cause a one-time devaluation of the 
existing stock of dollar-denominated holdings in foreign portfolios. It is a one-time tax on foreigners 
for prior rights to sell into US markets. Presumably, the combination of ZIRP and stipulation by the Fed 
of its continuation would increase the “cost” to a foreigner of exporting to the US. The complimentary 
cash flow recycling into US bond markets would slow if foreign products were redirected elsewhere on 
the margin. The US bond market adjustment to reduced foreign demand would be trivial because the 
monetary and fiscal policies would serve to increase savings, reduce supply and provide ample liquidity. 
The transition could be easily managed. In sharp contrast, today’s policy makers are in a “conundrum”
in attempting to explain the effect of foreign cash flows on the US economy. We do know that foreign 
cash flows: 1) depress yields, 2) lead to higher asset valuations, 3) increase consumption and GDP, 4) 
expand the current account deficit, 5) increase debt, and 6) increase the fiscal deficit. So, rather than 
running today’s reactive policy of inference yielding, long-term deleterious results, we recommend a 
policy that is a results determined (domestic growth, reduced fiscal deficit, reduced current account 
deficit) set of policy prescriptions.

In conclusion, it is useful to reiterate Frank Graham’s call to reconcile three priorities in international 
economic policy: “the liberty of the individual, the sovereignty of states, and the welfare of the 
international community.” The current global monetary order, burdened by massive imbalances in 
savings, consumption and investment and poorly crafted currency regimes that perpetuate these 
imbalances, is moving the world far away from Graham’s laudable objectives. The policies outlined
in this paper will serve as a way of bridging the disequilibrium and restoring international stability.
The re-emergence of the former Soviet Union states, China and India as important global participants
in the global economy demands fresh thinking and new policies.
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Exhibit III
Dynamics of Proposed Policy
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